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THE STORY BEHIND THE SYMBOL
Two of the most recognized symbols in the world – the
recycling symbol and Nike swoosh – were created by
college students.

Kristin Joker

Back when magazines existed in print form, the month of April often had a renewal theme with the topic of

sustainability showcased. Today most content is digital, and sustainability gets addressed regularly. Recently, I was

�ipping through past April issues of Packaging Strategies and Flexible Packaging and noticed the pages in those old

issues used the classic recycling symbol to signal sustainability. It  occurred to me that I can't recall a time when

those three green, omnipresent M.C. Escher-like arrows in that familiar triangle shape didn’t exist. So, I did some

research on its origin.

In April 1970, an environmental activist named Gaylord Nelson founded Earth Day, the now annual event, as a

response to an oil spill, which had seen an estimated 100,000 barrels of crude oil soak the shores of Santa Barbara,

Calif., the previous year.

Gary Anderson's original sketch idea for the recycing logo.

Just months after that �rst Earth Day, the Container Corporation of America (CCA), then the biggest manufacturer of

corrugated boxes in the U.S. with a reputation for being at the forefront of corporate graphic design, plastered

college campuses with posters encouraging aspiring designers to produce a symbol for future use on products made

from recycled paper. Said symbol would be a public domain design with a prize of $2,500 and a fellowship to attend

the 1970 International Design Conference at Aspen.

The 500 entries were judged by a team of design experts, including graphic arts legion Saul Bass and the in�uential

IBM designer Eliot Noyes. The winner was a recent graduate of the USC School of Architecture by the name of Gary

Anderson.

Anderson’s three arrows stand for Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.

In an interview with the Financial T imes, Anderson admitted, “It didn’t take me long to come up with my design: a day

or two.” He added, “When I sat down to enter the competition, I thought back to a �eld trip in elementary school to a

newspaper o�ce where we’d seen how paper was fed over rollers as it was printed. I drew on that image — the three

arrows in my �nal sketch look like strips of folded-over paper.”  Later, in 2012, Anderson recalled, “It was on a big,

igloo-shaped recycling bin and it was bigger than a beach ball! I was really struck. I hadn’t thought about that symbol

for years and here it was hitting me in the face.”

In 1971, one year after the creation of the recycling symbol, Carolyn Davidson, then a graphic design student at

Portland State University, came up with the iconic Nike Swoosh. The �uid checkmark shape indicates movement and

speed. The image also resembles a wing and hinted at the Greek goddess of victory, Nike. Davidson charged Nike

founder Knight a mere $35 for arguably the most famous athletic shoe and gear brands of all t ime.

Carolyn Davidson’s original swoosh design.

While she didn’t pro�t immediately from her work on the Swoosh, the designer was given a generous amount of

stock in the company (estimated to be worth upwards of $1,000,000), as well as a diamond and gold ring featuring

the Swoosh design.

Both symbols are a�rmative and conger an inspiring new beginning for both ourselves, and the planet we inhabit.

Makes me want to go outside for a run.

I’m curious to know what logos or symbols you think are interesting or impactful. Let me know at

jokerk@bnpmedia.com.

Kristin Joker

Editor in Chief

(248) 227-4727

jokerk@bnpmedia.com

courtesy of CAA and Nike
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Package of the Month

SENSODYNE EXPANDS PRODUCT RANGE
WITH ‘NOURISH’ RANGE
GSK power brand Sensodyne is launching Sensodyne Nourish, the �rst in a new range of products designed to

resonate with a younger audience. Driven by Sensodyne’s ambitious growth plans, Sensodyne Nourish remains true

to its parent brand’s DNA focusing on tooth sensitivity but aims to broaden its relevance and appeal to recruit a

younger generation of Sensodyne users.

Created by global brand design and experience agency Marks, the concept and visual identity of Nourish connects

more e�ectively with millennials previously unengaged with the brand. It conveys natural beauty and sensorial

e�cacy to appeal to those consumers that might be less aware of tooth sensitivity but increasingly concerned with

overall wellbeing, health, happiness and the planet.

To support the brand’s ambitions, the visual approach for Sensodyne Nourish represents a distinct shift from the

parent brand, while retaining the trust and recognition that its established visual markers provide.

The name "Nourish itself implies care and replenishment, helping to underscore the wider wellness story. While it

maintains a sense of natural e�cacy, the tone of voice re�ects Sensodyne’s new positioning of enabling all sensitivity

su�erers to enjoy life’s small pleasures. It will also allow the brand to live and breathe o�-pack, augmenting its story

via in-store and digital experiences.

Image courtesy of Marks

Lifetime-Use Lip Balm Brand above & beyond Partners with Sulapac
for Eco-Safe, Re�llable Packaging
above & beyond chose Sulapac’s biobased and sustainably sourced material for its lip balm cases. The material

is made from wood from industrial side streams and plant-based binders. The material is industrially

compostable and also biodegrades without leaving permanent microplastics behind. Additionally, the lip balms

are available in lifetime-use aluminum cases.

“Sulapac’s material o�ered many of the bene�ts of oil derived plastics, but with none of the downsides. Going

with Sulapac allowed us to create attractive and very functional packaging that was very strong and durable

even with thinner wall sections. This allowed us to both keep the material usage low, while the thin walls would

aid the speed of decomposition at the end of life,” says Andy Hill, co-founder of above & beyond and managing

director of King of Shaves.

above & beyond’s customers can sign up for a subscription to re�ll their lip balm. The re�ll pods are also made

of Sulapac’s material. The cases have a QR code that takes the customer directly to above & beyond’s website to

manage the subscription and order re�lls.

Sulapac

New Chuckles Flavor in Sustainable Packaging
Chuckles is a well-known brand in South Africa, producing a variety of confectionery such as chocolate coated

malt, to�ee, peanuts, raisins and coconut balls. Woolworths, the local retail giant behind the brand, has

exclusively introduced Chuckles malt-�avored ice cream, with milk chocolate and malted pu� pieces. The new ice

cream tubs and lids are in IML packaging. The brand attaches great importance to sustainable packaging. This

sustainability vision is very much in line with MCC Verstraete’s sustainability strategy, which has a major focus

on o�ering innovative label solutions that enable packaging to be recyclable, reusable or compostable.

“We had to arrange a new IML purchase order six times the amount of the initial forecast. Luckily we could count

on the partnership we have with MCC Verstraete. The team understood the demand and did everything possible

to expedite the second order. It ’s always exciting and pleasant to work with their team and to be able to count

on the level of expertise and commitment to excellent customer service,” says Lorena Kleintjes, purchasing

specialist at Polyoak.

MCC Verstraete

Garden of Life Introduces New Beet Supplements That Promote
Anti-Aging, Liver Function, Heart Health
Garden of Life, a carbon-neutral maker of science-based formulas sourced from clean, traceable, organic and

non-GMO ingredients, is introducing new beet supplements to its collection. The new supplements aim to �ll a

hole in many Americans’ diets, as new research from Garden of Life reveals 47% of U.S. adults haven't eaten a

beet in the last year.

Beets are known to help the body deliver oxygen and carry nutrients to the cells more e�ciently and studies

show athletes who drink beetroot juice have been able to improve their performance. But beets have several

other lesser-known bene�ts, including having been clinically studied and used to improve energy and stamina,

support healthy aging, promote detoxi�cation, support heart and lung health, and lower blood pressure.

“Garden of Life's mission has always been to empower extraordinary health and it was clear to us that not

enough people were tapping into the extraordinary health bene�ts of beets,” said Brian Ray, president of

Garden of Life. “These new beet supplements are full of wholesome, organic ingredients that most Americans

are missing out on every day and they're available in formats that make getting in your daily dose of beets even

easier.”

Garden of Life

Arla Foods Saudi Arabia Chooses Aseptic Food Filling Technology
from SIG
With SIG’s food �lling technology, it  will be the �rst time Arla Foods Saudi Arabia has produced and �lled its food

portfolio in aseptic carton packs locally. The unbreakable and lightweight aseptic carton packs bring many

advantages, including the retention of premium quality, taste and aroma of liquid food products, plus all-natural

nutrients, vitamins, �avors and colors. The packaging material blocks out light and air, ensuring products can be

stored for a long time without the need for refrigeration or preservatives.

SIG’s CFA 812 �lling machine provides Arla with high �exibility without compromising on speed, with an output

of 12,000 combibloc and combi�t packs per hour, in volume sizes from 500ml to 1,000ml. In the future, there is

also an opportunity to upgrade the �lling machine for combistyle carton packs.

Arla Foods was particularly impressed by SIG’s unique �lling and sleeve technology. SIG carton packs are

delivered to customers as �at-packed sleeves with the long side already sealed. Closed at the bottom during the

�lling process, products are �lled into the top-opening package and ultrasonically sealed above the �lling level

and not through the product. This prevents pieces of food from getting trapped in the sealed seam and causing

leaks or contamination.

SIG
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a Brand
REVITALIZE

When and How to

When should companies allow declining, ageing brands to �nish their
life cycles? When should they opt to revitalize them?
BY JEN GAETO

“Declining” is not a word you want to see when it comes to brand performance. It usually prompts two courses of

action: save or scrap. For those that were previously strong but have failed to adapt to consumers’ changing

priorities, there is a strong argument for the former. Revitalizing and repositioning a previously successful brand can

restore its glory. In other situations, however, where a brand never won much market share within its category, or

failed to grow a devoted following, there may be a compelling reason to scrap it altogether.

To �gure out which approach is best, retailers should endeavor to understand the gap between their aspiration for

the brand and its current performance. Pro�tability matters. If a brand has become unpro�table, the question is

why? The answer will determine the best course of action.

Research, from customer insights and market analysis to trend forecasting, is a great place to start.

Equator designed Co-op’s pet food packaging to appeal to consumers who see their pets as members of the family.

Retailers may �nd that the brand simply isn’t communicating its proposition, quality or bene�ts clearly enough, or is

doing so inconsistently. In this case, a rebranding exercise is likely to be fruitful. If packaging design is cluttered or

lacking in appropriate callouts, it  won’t be catching the eyes of consumers who might value it ’s USP. Let’s use dog

food as an example. Your products are premium and contain ingredients that address speci�c health concerns.

Current trends indicate that this subsection is growing in popularity, so why is your brand not succeeding?

There are several questions you should ask in this situation if research suggests low brand awareness. How does

your packaging currently communicate the special elements of each product? Have you placed callouts in the right

location to make sure they’re seen whether the pack is standing up or laid on its side? Do the visual cues you’re using

make it seem too similar to mass-produced "generic"dog food? Does the photography you’ve used highlight

ingredients or depict their bene�ts (i.e., a glossy coat or healthy teeth)? The story your brand tells through

packaging design might not resonate with your target customers in its current form. It might be time for a

rebranding exercise.

Evolving the look and feel to re�ect the brand’s quality by aligning with premium-tier cues
via a host of characterful photography that signals food type, �avor and ingredients.

If your brand previously had a devoted following, but it is started to wane, you might want to do some consumer and

trend analysis. Have previously loyal customers chosen another brand because yours hasn’t moved with the times?

Understanding customers’ purchasing decision drivers will help here. Certain trends, such as an increased desire to

buy from "sustainable" brands or brands that use local suppliers, might make certain heritage brands less

appealing, particularly with a younger audience who care less about what a brand did years ago and more about

what it ’s doing in the here and now. If your brand doesn’t highlight product transparency — either by using callouts,

color cues, well-designed windows or appropriate photography — it ’s not going to be as competitive as it deserves

to be.

As e�ective as a rebrand can be, there are also situations where companies may wish to simply let their declining

brand go. One such situation is when a company wants to change its overall strategy but a brand is too closely

associated with something they want to move away from. Perhaps starting new is the smarter decision here.

Likewise, when a brand has never competed well within its category or achieved the desired share of consumer

spend. Certain categories, such as those with strong national leaders or complex products, can be di�cult to

compete in. In this case, retailers may decide to stop investing in brands currently active in areas that aren’t as

pro�table, in favor of something new that can gain a bigger share of consumer spend in its category.

It ’s never easy to know when to call it  quits on a brand or to determine whether that’s the right decision. Before

retailers do so, they should make time to examine their brand’s strategy and conduct research into customer

behaviors, trends and competitors. With insights gained from this exercise, they can con�dently decide whether

revitalizing an older brand will bring it back to life.

Jen Gaeto is the executive creative & strategy director for the U.S. at Equator and provides insight on when the time is right in

order to capitalize on fast-changing consumer demands, increasing global competition and diminishing awareness of heritage

brands among younger consumers.

courtesy of Equator

Myvector / Creatas Video+ via Getty Images Plus
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As industrial printers prepare for the future and evaluate production
alternatives, the integration of digital printing takes on a new urgency.
Inkjet printing reduces prepress costs and make-ready waste while o�ering mass customization and shorter

production runs. We identi�ed these �ve trends and opportunities that address the fragile foundation of consumer

demand and regulatory requirements.

1. Medical UDI Coding Takes on Greater Urgency

Global standards for Unique Device Identi�cation (UDI) of medical devices and equipment have simmered on the back

burner for years since Japan �rst introduced requirements in 1999. The United States passed legislation requiring

coding in 2007.

Most countries have enacted similar regulations or are slated for implementation over the next several years. These

regulations mandate UDI coding on medical devices, labels and packaging for products ranging from bandages and

tongue depressors to hospital beds and implants.

With a wide range of inks suitable for digital printing the many medical products, inkjet printing stands to come out

as a winner as the industry highlights the many advantages.

:: Read more about medical UDI coding

ADVERTISEMENT

2. LED-Curable Inks Challenge Alternatives, Offer More Bene�ts

E-commerce emerged as a clear winner in 2021, o�ering consumers a convenient alternative to traditional brick-and-

mortar shopping. As retailers pivot to this new normal, they face the challenge of building customer relationships.

Digital printing o�ers personalization, customization and the opportunity to create a brand experience with

packaging that enhances the e-commerce experience and strengthens the brand’s connection with the end

consumer.

Look for eco-friendly LED-curable inkjet inks to �ll this void for wide-format cardboard printing because of its many

bene�ts over water-based inks, including:

Weather resistance

Excellent ink-to-substrate adhesion

Wider-color gamut

Rapid curing

“While already well established for printing on �exible packaging, we’re seeing more companies choosing LED-curable

inks for cardboard packaging,” according to Stephen Buchanan, Inkjet business manager at Kao Collins.

The rapid, low-heat curing makes LED inks ideal for a wide range of cardboard and label facestock, unlike traditional

UV-curable ink that uses mercury arc lamps for curing. LED bulbs last longer, use less energy and don’t emit ozone or

UVC radiation.

:: Explore a Slideshare about LED-ink opportunities

3. Regulations and Fraud Driving Interest in Security Inks

The primary factor driving the growth of the global security ink market is the increasing regulatory requirements

involved with product tracking and the supply chain.

Pharmaceutical companies face increasing pressure to adopt security practices that comply with shifting

regulations, on top of curbing fraud and counterfeiting — and they are not alone.

Many industries �ght a continuing battle against counterfeiters. The cost of counterfeit products in the United

States alone totals $600 billion, according to Steve Shapiro with the FBI’s Intellectual Property Rights division.

Coding and marking with overt and covert security inks makes it simpler for brand managers and regulators to

identify counterfeit products.

Overt or Level 1 security printing on packaging or labels appears visibly to the eye or tactilely. Visible �uorescent

inks may be used for direct coding or incorporated in intricate label designs.

For a higher level of security, covert or Level 2 printing involves invisible inks or inks with unique formulations.

Veri�cation and validation involve ultraviolet lights, infrared readers or calibrated readers, in the case of taggant

inks.

Compromised products endanger and cheat consumers and brands. Look for growth in inkjet printing technology

and inks for increasing security.

:: Read more about pharma security

:: Read more security inks for documents and product protection

4. Market Demands and Technology Driving Need for Fast-drying Inks

Interest in fast-drying ink outpaces other production priorities for users of industrial inkjet ink, based on analysis by

DBS Interactive, a digital marketing agency in Louisville, Ky.

Market demand and squeezing more out of the bene�ts of digital printing are driving the need for faster printers.

The Need for Speed:

Integration with automated production systems

Compensating for increasing SKUs (“SKU-mageddon”)

E-commerce market growth

Mass customization

Improving ROI

Growing adoption of digital over analog printing systems

Matching inks with suitable substrates helps to achieve faster dry time. Most inks can achieve relatively fast dry time

when applied to the proper materials.

:: Choosing Fast Drying Inks

Source: Kao Collins

5. Private Label Food Positioned to Compete

Grocery stores and private label brands must capture consumers’ attention to their private label food products.

The expanding private label food industry stands to win more market share in 2022, as consumers look for quality

alternatives to more expensive national brands to help manage their grocery costs.

In November, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reported prices surged almost 7% for the previous 12 months.

According to the Consumer Price Index, food prices increased just over 6% for the period.

Competing on price alone for food staples isn’t enough to propel sales of private label products. Consumers want

premium products and a variety of �avors and packaging sizes. Brands like Aldi, HEB, Whole Foods, Kroger, Trader

Joe’s and others know this.

Industrial inkjet printing o�ers private label food manufacturers the opportunity to produce segmented SKUs with

e�ciency and �exibility for brand packaging and the necessary marking and coding on shorter production runs.

In 2020, grocery brands saw three consumer groups attracted to their private label products: Gen Z, Millennials, and

parents. While big brands regained some market share in 2021, the interest among these three groups re�ects the

elasticity of price and demand.

Combining premium food products with eye-catching packaging can elevate private label brands during in�ationary

periods and beyond.

:: Read more about private label food packaging

A common thread for all the trends for 2022 centers heavily on packaging, one of the fastest-growing segments of

industrial inkjet printing, along with label printing.

Fkoktaro / iStock via Getty Images Plus.
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AI technology continues to propel the food industry at a rapid pace.
BY JETE NELKE

We’ve seen many innovations related to the service, production, packaging and distribution of food over the years.

These changes all aim to protect public health and create a more e�cient and sustainable food industry. The

following are ways that one innovation, arti�cial intelligence (AI), is helping the food industry to achieve its goals.

1. Decision Making

In previous years, certain smart technologies could be considered as AI, such as Expert System, Machine Learning,

Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Arti�cial Neural Network (ANN). Fuzzy logic has been previously used in manufacturing industries

such as co�ee roasting. In recent studies, FL was used to create an intuitive system that enabled the consistent

roasting of co�ee beans — even when there were great variations on bean characteristics (e,g, weight and the

presence of minor or major defects.). Systems such as these reduced the need for intervention from an expert to aid

processing when di�erent materials arrived.

ADVERTISEMENT

On the other hand, ANN is a smart technology that was designed to mimic the way a human brain works when

making a decision. This system has been used to intuitively solve food processing problems even with non-linear

patterns. It is used to predict the e�ects of varying conditions on the yield and characteristics of products.

Together, ANN and FL are combined to create a more logical system called Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Interface System

(ANFIS). ANFIS takes some of the best features of FL and ANN in an attempt to go even further and automate the

decision-making process. Through this integration, systems can create more accurate and trustworthy decisions in

food processing. Such innovations can also be used to improve energy e�ciency during production without the need

for expert assistance.

2. Detection and External Sensors

You may have heard about the use of AI in automated scanning for physical defects, but have you heard about it

being used in detecting other sensory cues such as smell and taste? The systems of AI have been integrated into

machines that can sense odors and �avors intuitively for the control of food safety and quality as well as deep

analysis of product composition. In such innovations, features used in the extraction and recognition of patterns are

used to come up with resulting details. Sensors are used to extract the marker components, and intelligent

algorithms translate the elicited signals to come up with the information needed.

Courtesy of Springer

This innovation removes the need for food handlers to conduct the sensory analysis themselves, which can negatively

a�ect their health. In addition, the use of AI in the selection and analysis of food components and characteristics —

as well as in the detection of defects — ensures a more uniform approach while reducing the possibility of errors.

3. Food Safety Management

On a more business-centric point, AI Innovations have also signi�cantly contributed to improving food safety

management. Food companies have adapted to the shift in focus of food agencies toward proactively addressing

food-safety hazards. Businesses have started to use automated monitoring procedures and have become less

dependent purely on human resources. This type of innovation is seen in FoodDocs, a company that o�ers an

automatically generated food-safety management system (FSMS) based on the nature of participating food

businesses.

This company generates a digital food-safety management system for all types of food businesses. The process only

involves answering a few basic questions about the food business, and the digital FSMS can be completed within 15

minutes. The company uses a machine-learning program to suggest the most relevant monitoring procedures, forms

and tools based on the food owner’s speci�cations of its operations. Additionally, the system switches all monitoring

procedures to a digital platform and allows food safety managers to review their everyday progress using a real-time

dashboard. The report generated from this system highlights the food-safety areas that need extra attention.

Arti�cial intelligence has propelled the food industry to greater lengths. With less human intervention, the percent

damages and errors from unpredictable human behavior are minimized. The advances in terms of service,

preparation and management of food operations makes life even easier for food business owners, operators and

consumers alike. The future is looking even more promising as food companies and technology innovators strive to

satisfy consumers while keeping them healthy in the most e�cient way possible.

uuoott / Vetta via Getty Images
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THANK YOU SPONSORS!

INTRO SPONSORS AGENDA EXHIBITORS

These sponsors are making the 15th anniversary of Converters Expo the best in the show’s history and are doing

their part to support the industry by providing attendee amenities. Learn more at ConvertersExpo.com.
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Packaging Strategies spoke with mechanical engineer Misha Riveros. She is the senior
VP of engineering at  PAC Worldwide where she leads the engineering group's R&D,
design and production operations.

What types of packaging innovations are you seeing that you �nd most promising and why?

First is End of Line Automation. There are claims that the packaging industry grew the equivalent of 10-plus years in

the last 18 months. The hyper acceleration of e-commerce growth and continued labor shortages has lowered the

economic justi�cation bar for investment in automation … end of line automation as a competitive advantage is now

in many cases a competitive necessity. I am excited about the focus we are placing on growing our position this

important growth market. We have no intention to stop at developing curbside recyclable complements to our

product line. We are also increasing our portfolio of automation equipment that will allow customers to make these

on demand.

Second, Sustainable Materials Innovation. Demand for socially responsible-sourced materials is a global trend that

will continue to grow, driven by both consumer demand as well as legislation. Innovation is leading to the discovery

and development of new, natural, renewable raw materials — but we are still far from true scalable solutions and

demand continues to exceed available supplies. This is an exciting market to watch — it ’s a matter of time until

demand driven innovation begins to yield scalable options.

Ecojacket from PAC Worldwide is a 100% recyclable paper padded mailer that can go straight to the street for curbside pick-up.

Sustainability is a broad concept — can you share some insight on what makes
materials/packaging sustainable by your de�nition?

Packaging design is sustainable when it contributes to improving or preserving quality of life for individuals and

communities. It  does so in three principal ways:

1. Incorporating renewed or recyclable materials

3. Participating in the circular economy

What is important to today’s customers?

For consumers, replacing the instant grati�cation (see, buy, carry out) of the traditional retail purchase experience is

important. They want the ability to develop a “relationship” with their online purchase from the moment they order

until it  arrives at their doorstep, and they want to know that their purchase is part of a socially responsible cycle.

What type of materials/products are able to address those customer needs?

The sweet spot for today’s packaging innovators is product development directed at smart packaging and products

that are right sized, made from sustainable/circular economy materials and are curbside recyclable.

By smart packaging I am referring to active as well as intelligent packaging ... as a consumer, I can have a

relationship with my purchase from the moment I order it, with the ability to track it as it is picked, packed and

transported. For certain types of packaging (perishables/cold chain) I can also know what environment my package

experienced on its journey from warehouse to my doorstep.

2. Incorporating right-size design strategy
   = lower transportation costs/ emissions
   = optimized use of materials

courtesy of PAC Worldwide

toondelamour / Creatas Video via Getty Images
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CLASSIFIED NETWORK

FOR SALE

Sales of Surface Tension Testing Pens and Inks for the
Plastics, Textile and Metal Industries

Lotar carries pens and inks of de�ned surface tensions for wettability

and metal cleanliness testing identifying the necessity of a treatment

or cleaning processes for quality checks in planned and existing

production lines, Quicktest, Quickdry, and more accurate inks and

pens available. Representing Arcotest, Pillar and other Lotar products.

Lotar Enterprises

11718 Velp Avenue

Suite E

Green Bay, Wisconsin 54303

Phone: (920) 465-6678

Contact:

Tatjana Qadada

info@lotarllc.com

lotarenterprises.com
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

Below are the premium listings from our directory. Click on the boxes below for more information. For the

complete list of companies and products, go to packagingstrategies.com/resourceguide.
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

ARRANTI
2-44 Crawford Cr., 2nd Fl.

Campbellville, ON L0P 1B0

(905) 854-7421

je�h@arranti.com

https://arranti.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

ARRANTI advances Packaging Manufacturing Supply with innovative techniques and technology. In short, we make

higher quality and better functional packaging. If it 's not available, we will create it. Our goal is to elevate clients'

brands so they get noticed and stay memorable. Check us out at www.arranti.com.

Product Categories

Bag/Pouch, Multilayer

Bag/Pouch, Plastic

Bag/Pouch, Polybags-Film

Bottle/Jar/Can, Plastic

Preform

Specialty Container

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Premium Listings

American Film & Machinery
7041 Boone Ave.

Brooklyn Park, MN 55428

(714) 974-9006

info@afmsleeves.com

https://www.afmsleeves.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

American Film & Machinery (AFM) headquartered in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota - is a single source supplier of all of

your Shrink Sleeve Labeling needs. We successfully introduced the �rst generation of rotary shrink sleeve labelers

over 57 years ago. Since then through our commitment to a high level of expenditure on research and development;

constant innovation; implementation of the latest technology; and the wealth of knowledge and experience of our

highly quali�ed and motivated workforce we have evolved far beyond our original role as a manufacturer of specialty

machinery. Today AFM is a dynamic partner for our customers creating a harmonious marriage of shrink sleeve

labelers, heat shrink tunnels, full body labels, tamper evident seals and contract labeling and packaging services.

Product Categories

Cartoning/Sleeving

Shrink Equipment

Shrink Tunnels

Sleeves

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

Berlin Packaging
525 W. Monroe St.

Chicago, IL 60661

(312) 876-9292

info@berlinpackaging.com

https://www.berlinpackaging.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Berlin Packaging is the world's largest Hybrid Packaging Supplier® of glass, plastic, and metal containers and

closures. The company supplies billions of items annually along with package design, �nancing, consulting,

warehousing, and logistics services for customers across all industries. Berlin Packaging brings together the best of

manufacturing, distribution, and income-adding service providers. Its mission is to increase the net income of its

customers through packaging products and services.

Product Categories

Bottle/Jar/Can, Glass

Bottle/Jar/Can, Metal

Bottle/Jar/Can, Plastic

Drum/Pail

Pails

Shipping, Temperature Insulating

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

Cama North America
901 Corporate Grove Dr.

Bu�alo Grove, IL 60089

(847) 607-8797

cama-us@camagroup.com

https://www.camagroup.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Cama o�ers cartoning, case packing, sleeving, and robotic loading systems that are �exible, versatile and easy to

operate. Bene�ts include: reliable, high performing solutions; clean, sanitary designs with increased accessibility;

quick and easy changeovers; and TPM compliant machines with Industry 4.0 and Augmented Reality options.

Monoblock systems available.

Product Categories

Cartoning/Sleeving

Case/Tray Erecting

Case/Tray Packing

Multipacking

Robotics

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

Eastey
7041 Boone Ave.

Brooklyn Park, MN 55428

(800) 835-9344

info@eastey.com

https://www.eastey.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Eastey (eastey.com) is a leading manufacturer of heavy-duty shrink packaging equipment and automated case

sealing systems for packaging applications.  Eastey's shrink packaging products include a complete line of L-sealers,

sleeve wrappers, shrink tunnels and bundling equipment. Eastey also supplies a complete line of case tapers, from

entry level bottom- and side-belt tapers, to fully automatic and random size case tapers. Eastey has been in business

for over 25 years and has an installed base of over 14,000 shrink packaging systems.

Product Categories

Case Sealing

Conveying, Converging/Dividing

Shrink Equipment

Shrink Tunnels

Shrink Wrapping, Bundling

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

Econocorp Inc.
72 Pacella Park Dr.

Randolph, MA 02368

(781) 986-7500

info@econocorp.com

https://www.econocorp.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Econocorp Inc. is a World Wide Leader in slow to moderate speed Cartoning, Tray Forming and Case Packing of

speeds between 1 and 120 cartons or cases per minute.

Product Categories

Cartoning/Sleeving

Case Sealing

Case/Tray Erecting

Case/Tray Packing

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Premium Listings

Hoffer Plastics Corp.
500 N. Collins St.

South Elgin, IL 60177

(847) 741-5740

https://www.ho�erplastics.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Ho�er Plastics Corporation, based in South Elgin, IL, is a global supplier of custom injection molded plastic parts.

 Family owned and operated since 1953, we serve a wide range of industries, providing turn-key solutions and state-

of-the-art technology. We provide best in class tooling and processing and lead in environmental sustainability.

 We're "All In" for people, plastics and purpose.

Product Categories

Closure/Cap/Pump/Applicator/Dispenser

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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Kuriyama of America Inc.
360 E. State Pkwy.

Schaumburg, IL 60173-5335

(847) 755-0360

sales@kuriyama.com

https://www.kuriyama.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Kuriyama of America, Inc. has been eminently successful in developing and marketing thermoplastic hose and

accessory products to the industrial marketplace since 1968. We now provide a complete line of thermoplastic,

rubber and metal hose products and accessories including couplings and �ttings, for use in industrial and

commercial applications.

Product Categories

Hose & Accessories

Pneumatic Conveying

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

Squid Ink Manufacturing Inc.
7041 Boone Ave.

Brooklyn Park, MN 55428

(763) 795-8856

info@squidink.com

https://www.squidink.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Squid Ink (squidink.com) is a leading manufacturer of coding and marking systems for product identi�cation and

traceability, providing superior quality inks and low maintenance printing equipment. Printing systems include hi-

resolution piezo systems, continuous ink jet (CIJ), thermal ink jet (T IJ), laser, and large character drop-on-demand

(DOD) systems. Squid Ink printers and ink are designed to print the highest quality bar codes, batch numbers, date

codes, logos and large or small character text, directly onto corrugated cases, plastics, metals, glass, wood and other

substrates.

Product Categories

Imprinting Machines (Coding, Marking)

Printing Equipment

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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RESOURCE GUIDE
Premium Listings

Sun Chemical Corp.
135 W. Lake St.

Northlake, IL 60164

(708) 236-3798

naimarketing@sunchemical.com

https://www.sunchemical.com

CLICK HERE

TO SEE ALL PRODUCT PHOTOS, DOWNLOADS, AND MORE!

Sun Chemical, a member of the DIC Group, is a leading producer of packaging and graphic solutions, color and

display technologies, functional products, electronic materials, and products for the automotive and healthcare

industries. Together with DIC, Sun Chemical is continuously working to promote and develop sustainable solutions to

exceed customer expectations and better the world around us.

Product Categories

Anti-Counterfeiting

Coatings, Radiation Cured

Coatings, Solvent-Based

Coatings, Solventless (100% solids)

Coatings, Waterborne

Film/Film Laminate/Flexible Packaging

Finishes/Printing

Glass

Inks, Electron Beam

Inks, Extenders & Thickeners

Inks, Flexographic

Inks, Fluorescent

Inks, Metallic

Inks, Nontoxic

Inks, Rotogravure

Inks, Ultraviolet

Inks, Waterborne

Label Material

Metal

PLA

Paper/Paperboard

Plastic, Rigid

Plastic, Thermoformed

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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BOOTH PROFILES
Special Advertising Section

Click the boxes below to learn more about these exhibitors at Converters Expo.

Circular Plastic Film Solutions
CHARTER NEXT GENERATION

Future of Web Handling Solutions
MIDWEST ENGINEERED SYSTEMS, INC.

Improve Your Operation
PAPER CONVERTING MACHINE COMPANY
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BOOTH PROFILES
Special Advertising Section

MWES – The Future of Web Handling Solutions

Midwest Engineered Systems, Inc. develops innovative web-handling solutions.

We have a dedicated team of engineers, sales, and support sta� that work directly with our

customers to develop innovative solutions based on results, safety, and productivity, not

gross-pro�t.

We will recon�gure and upgrade your printing, packaging and web converting machinery

utilizing existing equipment, 3rd party/OEM equipment, new designs, or complete integration

of the three.

Our experienced Web Handling system engineers will integrate a seamless package that will

deliver improved operations from a variety of the best equipment options and combinations

available.

Midwest Engineered Systems provides a long list of services to our web handling and

converting customers, including:

"Unwind" and let MWES "roll" up our sleeves and get to work for you! Come see us in Booth

#103.

Web Handling and Converting Process Analysis

Automated Roll Handling

Automated Splicing Equipment

Coating and Laminating Systems

Web Handling and Converting Equipment Retro�ts

Flexo, Gravure and Digital Printing

Slitting and Converting Systems and Equipment

Unwinds and Rewinds

Midwest Engineered Systems, Inc.
Booth #103

mwes.com

NEXT LISTING

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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BOOTH PROFILES
Special Advertising Section

See how PCMC and Hudson Sharp can improve your operation

Paper Converting Machine Company (PCMC) and Hudson-Sharp, part of global equipment manufacturer Barry-

Wehmiller and its BW Converting Solutions platform of �ve industry-leading brands, specializes in the design and

manufacture of high-performance converting machinery for the tissue, nonwovens, hygiene, package-printing and

bag-converting industries worldwide. Our comprehensive product o�erings include rewinding, laminating, printing,

embossing, perforating and packaging equipment for tissue and towels; folding and converting machines; and a

complete range of �exographic printing presses and laser anilox cleaners, serving the �exible-packaging, prime-label

and carton-converting industries.

For the printing industry, PCMC o�ers the Meridian Elite laser anilox cleaner known for having the fastest cleaning

cycles in the industry without the use of water, chemicals or damaging heat. Our ION digital conversion system

turns your press into a digital press for labels, folding cartons and wide web packaging. The ELS-MAX inline press

combines the features and advantages of both CI and inline presses. And our Fusion series of CI presses o�ers quick

setup and changeover plus high repeatability and quality.

Hudson-Sharp product highlights include the Ares 400-SUP stand-up pouch machine known for its compact

footprint, quick changeovers and ability to run sustainable substrates; the Apollo, the most versatile wicket machine

available; INNO-LOK® technology which provides the �exibility to run both reclosable or regular bags; POUR &

LOK® technology which uses pre-applied closures to produce resealable side-gusseted bags and pouches; and EZ-

Stand, a pre-applied bottom gusset on a roll that can easily produce stand-up pouches on a VFFS machine.

Paper Converting Machine Company
Booth #95

pcmc.com

BACK TO LISTINGS INDEX
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